9 December 2011

Dear Readers,

A very great privilege has been given to me, to correspond with Curtis Bennett, an expert in
Electromagnetic Frequencies (EMF). Why I have asked five forthright questions, given below, to Curtis at
this critical time, is to share knowledge of what is happening to us politically in EMF, to facilitate fellow
citizens of Toronto to awaken and direct our City of Toronto Councillors to bring down Mayor Ford’s
proposed budget and create one that is both responsible to all members of the public and sustainable for
the City:

1. Curtis, can you tell us please about the safety of children in schools, who are using wireless
routers to connect to the Internet, the legality of this and the liability that exists?

2. What is wrong with the public using wireless technologies for convenience, without considering
the long-term consequences?

3. Why is there so much controversy over the public utilities' 'Smart ' Metering?

4. What are the projected long-term health costs, if we stay on our current path of our usage of
wireless technologies?

5. Have you reported all this to Ottawa and taught this to interested parties?

Peace, Love & Light
Dianne
Dianne Knight, B.A.
Tel: 416.551.7259
412 Roncesvalles Avenue, Suite 157, Toronto, Ontario M6R 2N2

Response from Thermoguy, info@thermoguy.com
Sent at 18:14 (GMT-08:00) 8 December 2011.

Hello Dianne,

Thanks for the important questions on wireless; I will answer them by number here:

1. Schools need to be wired for technology upgrades without exception; there are practical reasons we
wire devices. Wi-Fi is installed to avoid construction costs of pulling wires to computer stations. As
reported through Canadian Parliament, Wi-Fi is illegal now and violates Safety Code 6. Health Canada
should be enforcing Safety Code 6 and educating companies on the changes in Safety Code 6.
The frequencies are illegal and hurting children. Who wants that liability? Are teachers or other unions
negotiating for future health costs? There will be criminal liability for the reckless endangerment of
children and Wi-Fi is in US courts now. Go to the filings and see the declarations under threat of perjury
where Barry Trower refers to genetic mutation of ovaries. www.thermoguy.com/emfeducation.html

2. Humans aren't electrically compatible and the long term health effects to populations far exceed any
benefit. The frequencies are affecting reproductive capabilities and we can't spend our way out of it.

3. EMFs are unnatural to our electrical bodies; we aren't supposed to bring EMFs home. Smart meters
want to talk to devices wirelessly; the wireless device called human doesn't work at those frequencies.
Neither do bees, pollinators, ecosystems, pacemakers or health monitoring equipment, disabled patients
or others.

4. Extinction and we can't spend our way out of this.

5. The dangers of the frequencies and the missing mechanism linking the frequencies to adverse health
effects were reported through Health Canada and by expert witness through Canadian Parliament.
Furthering that, the dangers of Wi-Fi are now lectured in medical education for education credits needed
for licensing, beginning last January 2011. The frequencies are illegal and Health Canada didn't follow
code or report it to provinces or schools. They got political on a very real health issue; you can't throw
humans into the circuit (inside the wire).

If you would like expansion on information, please advise. Media should be reporting the frequencies are
illegal today and there isn't one minute of acceptable exposure.

Sincerely,
Curtis Bennett
Director of Operations
Interprovincial Journeyman Electrician (Red Seal)
Engineering Technologist
Thermografix Consulting Corporation
250-765-9897

